
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Between

POLITEKNIK NEGERI SEMARANG

(SEMARANG STATE POLYTECHNIC),

INDONESIA

And

MANAGEMENT AND SCIENCE UNIVERSTTY

MALAVSIA

msu
mpnagement.&
sclence unlvers[y

ln accordance with a mutual de'sire to promote activities between our two universities,

Politeknik Negeri Semarang (Semzuang State Polytechnic), lndonesia, and Management and

Science University, Malaysia, agreeJto the following statement of intent on cultural, educational

and research cooperation.

Cooperation and development of activities may extend to any fields and subjects in which the

two universities may identify shared interests. Cooperation in specific areas must be designated

by mutual consent and incorporated into specific additional written agreements with signature by

the appropriate university and other authorities.

The two universities agree to the following general areas of interest and cooperation:

1. The exchange of scholars and scientists to conduct research of mutual interest.

2. The exchange of professors for lectures and short term visits.

3. lnvitations to scholars for participation in conferences, symposia and instruction.

4. Exchange of information, academic materials and publications in fields of mutual interest.

5. Facilitating the mobility of students, through transfer program, double degree, joint

degree, top up and fast track program, internship, exchange and visits, between the two

universities

Both parties agree that allfinancial arrangements necessary to implement this Memorandum

of Understanding or any subsequent agreement must be negotiated according to the regulations

of each university, set forth in a written agreement and depends on the availability of funds. Both

parties recognize that this Memorandum of Understanding establishes a foundation of mutual

understanding and interest and does not in itself entail any financial- obligations for either

university.

The memorandum becomes effective from the date of the last signature and remains in force

for a period of five (5) years. Either University may terminate this memorandum by giving six

months written notice to the other party. lt may be extended by mutual consent of the university

and school, or amended by the exchange of letter.

continue on the next page.



Signed by:

Politeknik Negeri Semarang

(Semarang State Polytechnic)

Witness by:

M.PD Head of lnternational Office

Date:

Management and Science University

DR. MOHDSHUKRI ABY

President

Date:

Management and Science University

IR. SUPRIYADI, PROF. TAN SRI DATO'WIRA
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